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PRESS RELEASE: NEW YORK – SEPTEMBER 27, 2013
Studio Vendome is pleased to announce My Way, Appropriating, an evening of art and
performances.
Performances by

Crystal Curtis
Jason Martin
Lady Starlight
Rachel Mason
On October 5, 2013 at 5pm
330 Spring Street, NYC
Curated by Vanessa Albury, Associate Director
Crystal Curtis, Jason Martin, Lady Starlight and Rachel Mason will perform in response to
Geoffrey Mossʼ painting directly and indirectly. My Way, Appropriating bridges two generations
of artistic practices through shared interests in forms, politics, history and image-making. Crystal
Curtis will perform “Why is Andre Breton Such an Asshole?" a 10-minute, lecture-style
performance that's has evolved over the last 12 months. Because the founder of Surrealism not
only "broke Tristan Tzara's heart" but also "broke up the band," Crystal reflects on his brazen
behavior to explore leadership, influence, and power. Jason Martin will present gender and
species queer animal-human glam hybrid interpretations of Mossʼ work through movement and
situation. Lady Lady Starlight, well-known for her collaborations with Lady Gaga, will present a
sound-based response to Mossʼ paintings. Rachel Mason's character FutureClown will enter
a trance induced by mashup of presidential speeches set to a dance track followed by the
song, Blue Prelude on acoustic guitar.

Geoffrey Mossʼ current show titled Inappropriate Appropriations at Studio Vendome and his
career as a Pulitzer-Prize-nominated political cartoonist are the source of inspiration for the
evening of performances. Mossʼ works are inspired by Japanese shunga painting found in
ukiyo-e color woodblock prints of the 17th and 18th centuries. Geoffrey Moss has led double
lives for fifty years. The public knows him for his instantly recognizable style of searing political
cartoons that appeared in the op-ed pages of the Washington Post for decades. Graduating with
an MFA from Yale in 1964, Moss painted throughout his career and avoided exhibiting his
paintings until now. Mossʼ oil paintings and mixed media on paper will be on view at Studio
Vendome through Oct 12th.

Join us for an engaging evening of performances art and the paintings of Geoffrey Moss.
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Crystal Curtis

www.crystaldawncurtis.com
Crystal Curtis received her MFA at New York University in 2007. She
collaborates with musicians and dancers, and she has exhibited her
sculptural and performance work in New York City, Los Angeles,
Seattle, and Norway. She has received the Joan Mitchell Foundation
Grant for Visual Arts and the Pacific Northwest Women's Scholarship
from the Pilchuck School of Glass.

Jason Martin

www.jasonmartinwebsite.com
Jason Martin is a visual artist and musician who channels inter-dimensional
animal-human hybrid creatures through the gender and species-queer
POWER ANIMAL SYSTEMS method utilizing video, live performance,
photography, and other kinds of experience

Lady Starlight

www.ladystarlightnyc.com
Lady Starlight is a multi-media artist, expressing her unique perspective in
sound, performance, video and fashion. She gained public recognition
through her collaborator and primary influence on pop star Lady GaGa.
The duo, Lady GaGa and the Starlight Revue was a live mashup of Lady
Starlight's innovative combination of performance art and heavy metal/rock
DJing and Lady GaGa's pop music. Lady Starlight re joined forces with
GaGa starting in 2010 as an opening act on her 2 world tours: Monster
Ball 2010-11 and just concluded her 2012/13 Born This Way Ball tour.
Starlight made history on the Born This Way Ball by being the first abstract
performance artist to open a worldwide, arena/stadium pop tour. Lady
Starlight is currently focusing on music, sound design and
audio/performance art installations.
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Rachel Mason

www.rachelannmason.com
Rachel Mason is a sculptor, songwriter and performer. A graduate
of UCLA and Yale University, she has written three operas,
recorded ten full length albums of songs, and has toured,
screened films, exhibited sculpture, video and performance at
galleries and museums internationally. Her rock opera feature film,
"The Lives of Hamilton Fish" had its world premiere in Hong Kong
in 2013. Mason has collaborated and shared bills with artists
including Joan Jonas, Sharon Von Etten, Diane Cluck, Shana
Moulton, Geo Wyeth, Light Asylum, Frank Haines, Ed Askew,
Josephine Foster. She has exhibited and performed at the Queens
Museum, Detroit Museum of Contemporary Art, School of the Art
Institute in Chicago, Henry Gallery in Seattle, James Gallery at
CUNY, University Art Museum in Buffalo, Sculpture Center, Hessel
Museum of Art at Bard and Occidental College, Kunsthalle Zurich,
Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit, The New Museum, Park
Avenue Armory, Art in General, La Mama, Galapagos, Dixon
Place, and Empac Center for Performance in Troy. Mason was a
2013 recipient of the Lower Manhattan Cultural Council and
Harvestworks Residency. In the fall she will debut a new
performance and installation at the Center for Strategic Art and
Architecture within Silent Barn in New York. She also is a regular
contributor to online publications including Art21 and the
Huffington Post. She lives in both New York and Los Angeles and
is represented by Envoy Enterprises.

Studio Vendome uniquely showcases late career artists and artist estate collections deserving
greater critical recognition. The shows are curated by Rediscovered Masters, whose artists are
elected by an Art Advisory Board composed of museum directors, curators, historians and
critics. Peter Hasting Falk, also a noted art historian and art reference publisher, has planned
the next ten art exhibitions for Studio Vendome. Antonio Vendome, the gallery founder, has a
unique approach to art is owing to his close relationship to Philip Johnson, the great modernist
American architect. Vendome explains, “Philip Johnson designed the critically acclaimed
‘Habitable Sculpture’ which I intend to build one day to continue his legacy and establish the
true value of architecture as art, which will highlight Johnsonʼs lasting impact on the American
landscape.” Studio Vendomeʼs associate director, Vanessa Albury curates as part of her art
practice. Albury co-founded DSNY with Sörine Anderson and creates image-based still and
time-based works in her Brooklyn studio.
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